
The agenda for WS4 : 

 

MONDAY - INSIGTHS Accreditation special session 

- D. LAFFLY, MONTUS today... still alive. 

- Q. H. BUI, Master INSIGTHS accreditation, state of the art (official form, agenda, 

students, selection...) 

- T.N.T. NGUYEN, Syllabus special session, the guidelines for the new template (and 

the last one). 

 

TUESDAY - Detailed lecture special session 

Open discussion to decide the final shape of the manual 

Proposals from Hanoi February WS, 2020 

"New" suggestion from UNIFE team 

ITC/RUFA will be in charge of coordinating the publication 

 

Wednesday - "free" 

 

TUESDAY - Administrative special session and PhD students on the cloud 

- L. LOYON, Europe's expectations following the interim report 

- H. L. NGO, Big Data Application Processing Images 

- C. CHAWANDA, User-friendly workflows for catchment modelling:Towards 

reproducible SWAT+ model studies 

- Z.  

 

FRIDAY - Steering committee and agenda 2021 

- Agenda for future WS and distributions of responsibilities: 

     * 2021, End of January, Walailak, HUPI SPECIAL SESSION for MONTUS team 

(who, what, how?) → ZOOM meeting if Pandemic situation 

     * 2021, June, Da Nang, AI/GPU special session (who, what, how?) and MASTER 

accreditation report. 

     * 2021, September, Italy (certainly Sicilia with Geologist/Volcanologist), last WS 

(who, what, how?) and FIRST YEAR OF INSIGTHS? OPEN Y/N? WHO TEACH? 

 

- Steering committee: what to do if it's still not possible to travel in 2021? 

     * ask for a one year delay? Not possible for UT2J except if all institutions accept 

to participate to the cost of the project administration (20,000 eurors per year). 

    * organize zoom meeting but with the idea (thank you Ann) of 2 clusters, one in 

Asia with all Asian teams (if travel possible between TH, KH and VN) and an other 

one in Europe (same conditions) --> 2021, Jan. or Feb., WU/VUB; 2021, June, 

UDN/PAU(BIDART) and 2021, Sept, UNIFE/HCMC... 

    * which technical solution for visio conference and viso exercise on the cloud? 



    * other questions: PhD topic and fellowship/team (work with UT2J, CY Tech, VNU 

and HAU - 2 fellowhsips, cotutelle PHD. What about other teams)? HUPI/CLOUD 

Project per team (work with UT2J, CY Tech, UDN, VUB,, WU, AIT. What about other 

teams)? Visiting Professor valorisation between teams (works 100% with UT2J/VNU 

and UT2J/HAU, 50% with UT2J/UDN - UDN invited by UT2J. What about other 

teams)? 

 

 

Remember that it will be half day session because of the jet lag but that doesn't 

mean half work... We will have to use half "free" day and "free" wednesday to work 

to update all Syllabus. 

 


